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In order to perform numerical simulations of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang KPZ equation, in any dimensional-
ity, a spatial discretization scheme must be prescribed. The known fact that the KPZ equation can be obtained
as a result of a Hopf-Cole transformation applied to a diffusion equation with multiplicative noise is shown
here to strongly restrict the arbitrariness in the choice of spatial discretization schemes. On one hand, the
discretization prescriptions for the Laplacian and the nonlinear KPZ term cannot be independently chosen.
On the other hand, since the discretization is an operation performed on space and the Hopf-Cole transforma-
tion is local both in space and time, the former should be the same regardless of the field to which it is applied.
It is shown that whereas some discretization schemes pass both consistency tests, known examples in the
literature do not. The requirement of consistency for the discretization of Lyapunov functionals is argued to be
a natural and safe starting point in choosing spatial discretization schemes. We also analyze the relation
between real-space and pseudospectral discrete representations. In addition we discuss the relevance of the
Galilean-invariance violation in these consistent discretization schemes and the alleged conflict of standard
discretization with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, peculiar of one dimension.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.81.066706 PACS numbers: 05.10.Gg, 64.60.Ht, 68.35.Ct, 68.35.Rh
I. INTRODUCTION
Soon after its formulation in 1986, the Kardar-Parisi-
Zhang KPZ equation 1–3
th = x
2h +

2
xh2 + F + x,t , 1
became a paradigm as the description of a vast class of non-
equilibrium phenomena by means of stochastic fields. The
field hx , t whose evolution is governed by this stochastic
nonlinear partial differential equation describes the height of
a fluctuating interface in the context of surface growth pro-
cesses in which it was originally formulated. Here, we will
focus on the one-dimensional 1D case. In particular, Eq. 1
assumes a 1D homogeneous substrate of size L. The param-
eter  determines the surface tension,  is proportional to
the average growth velocity the surface slope is parallel
transported in the growth process, and F is an external
driving force. Finally, x , t is a Gaussian white noise with
x , t=0 and x , tx , t=2x−xt− t. As usual,
periodic boundary conditions are assumed.
From a theoretical point of view the KPZ equation has
many interesting properties, such as its close relationship
with the Burgers equation 4 or with a diffusion equation
with multiplicative noise, whose field x , t can be inter-
preted as the restricted partition function of the directed
polymer problem. But, clearly, investigating the behavior of
its solutions to obtain, e.g., the critical exponents in one or
more spatial dimensions 5–13 requires the stochastic nu-
merical integration of a discrete version. Although a pseu-
dospectral spatial discretization scheme has been recently put
forward 14–16, as well as a numerical large deviation
theory 4 and the possibility of obtaining exact solutions
17 among other reasons, real-space discrete versions of Eq.
1 are still largely used for numerical simulations 18–21,
because of their relative ease of implementation and of inter-
pretation in the case of nonhomogeneous substrates for in-
stance, a quenched impurity distribution 22 among other
reasons. To that end, several real-space discretization
schemes have been proposed 10,11,20, which are claimed
to cure particular “diseases” of the numerical simulation.
In the present work, no attempt is made of comparing
alternative real-space discretization schemes in sought of
special KPZ features. Instead, we seek to point out some
basic conditions that any spatial discretization must fulfill in
order to consistently describe the KPZ equation. Nonethe-
less, for the sake of brevity and for ease of comparison with
other proposals, we shall adopt the notation in Ref. 20,
namely calling xa,
L = aN, Hj+k
j+l 
hj+l − hj+k
a
,
Lj 
Hj
j+1
− Hj−1
j
a
=
Hj
j+1 + Hj
j−1
a
,
Nj
 
Hj
j+12 + 2Hj
j+1Hj−1
j + Hj−1
j 2
21 + 
,
with  0,1. On one hand, the restriction to k , l
 −1,0 ,1	 is unnecessary. On the other hand, we shall de-
note Lj→L1hj and Nj→Nhj. The subscript 1 in-
dicates that only nearest neighbors are involved in the pre-
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scription of the discrete Laplacian. By analogy, we shall
write
	 j+k
j+l   j+l −  j+k/a ,
and consequently
L1 j 
	 j
j+1 +	 j
j−1
a
,
N j 
	 j
j+12 + 2	 j
j+1	 j−1
j + 	 j−1
j 2
21 + 
.
Two main symmetries are usually ascribed to the 1D KPZ
equation: Galilean invariance and the fluctuation-dissipation
relation.
1 The first one has been traditionally linked to the ex-
actness in any spatial dimensionality of the relation 
+z
=2 among the roughness 
 and dynamic z exponents 23,24,
although this interpretation has been recently criticized in
other nonequilibrium models 25,26. The roughness expo-
nent 
 characterizes the surface morphology in the stationary
regime t tx. On the other hand, the correlation length scales
as t
 t1/z with the dynamic exponent z, and tx is the time
at which it saturates, namely, t tx
L. The ratio =
 /z
is called “growth exponent” and characterizes the short-time
behavior of the interface.
2 The second symmetry essentially tells us that, in one
dimension, the nonlinear KPZ term is not operative at long
times or, in other words, that the long-time 1D interface is
equivalent to a path of Brownian motion 3. From a theorem
by Kolgomorov, this implies that the interface is Hölder con-
tinuous with exponent strictly smaller than 1/2. For higher
dimensions, the KPZ roughness exponent 
 decreases, im-
plying a loss of regularity. Hence, the error terms of a local
numerical method as, e.g., a finite difference scheme,
which are proportional to some higher-order derivatives of
the field, are not controlled. As a consequence, a global
method such as a pseudospectral scheme 14–16,27 is more
adequate. Nevertheless, previous experiences found in the
literature showed that finite difference schemes are still able
to capture the universal features of KPZ evolution. These,
together with our previous considerations, are our motiva-
tions for the present work.
In Sec. II we show that the relationship established by the
Hopf-Cole transformation—between the KPZ equation and a
diffusion equation with multiplicative noise 2—poses con-
straints on the discretization procedure. We verify the con-
sistency of the standard nearest-neighbor discretization
scheme and find the form of the corresponding KPZ term for
a general real-space discrete Laplacian; we also present some
comments regarding the mapping of KPZ into the directed
polymer problem 2. In Sec. III we analyze the problem
from the perspective of the Lyapunov functional, show in
what sense known prescriptions for the KPZ term from the
literature fail the test, and find the corresponding consistent
prescriptions. Moreover, we propose a consistent real-space
discretization scheme whose accuracy is far higher than that
of schemes of similar complexity in the literature. In Sec. IV
we discuss the relation with the pseudospectral method. In
Sec. V, we show that a consistent discretization scheme does
not essentially violate the fluctuation-dissipation relation,
peculiar of one dimension, and discuss the role of the Gal-
ilean invariance for the discrete representations of the KPZ
equation. In this regard, we have been able to find some
discrete schemes of the KPZ equation that do not obey Gal-
ilean invariance, however still showing KPZ scaling that is
belonging to the same universality class. In Sec. VI we dis-
cuss a recently introduced variational approach for the KPZ
equation 28 and show that it offers a natural framework for
its consistent discretization. In Sec. VII we present some
numerical results regarding critical exponents and the viola-
tion of Galilean invariance. Section VIII contains the conclu-
sions and final discussions. It is worth commenting here that
some preliminary results were presented in 29.
II. LAPLACIAN DETERMINES THE NONLINEAR TERM
In this section we elucidate—by considering the standard
nearest-neighbor discretization prescription as a
benchmark—one of the two constraints to be obeyed by any
spatial discretization scheme. It is very important to remark
that this constraint arises due to the mapping between the
KPZ and the diffusion equation with multiplicative noise
through the Hopf-Cole transformation. Hence, for a general
real-space discrete Laplacian, we state the form of its corre-
sponding KPZ term. Even though the present analysis is per-
formed on the KPZ equation, it is general in the sense that
for sets of equations related among themselves through a
local transformation there should be a consistent relation be-
tween the discrete transformed forms.
A. Simplest case
As it is known, the diffusion equation with multiplicative
noise,
t = x
2 +
F
2
 +

2
 , 2
is related to the KPZ equation Eq. 1 through the Hopf-
Cole transformation
x,t = exp 2hx,t . 3
Note that this transformation is just one particular example
of the general implicit transformation written down in Ref.
30.
The standard spatial discrete version of Eq. 2, after
transforming to a comoving reference frame →+Ft, is
˙ j = L1 j +

2
 j j , 4
with 1 jN0, because periodic boundary conditions are
assumed as usual the implicit sum convention is not meant
in any of the discrete expressions. The discrete noise  jt is
a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and correlation
given by
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 jtkt = 2
 jk
a
t − t . 5
Then, using the discrete version of Eq. 3,
 jt = exp 2hjt , 6
we get
e/2hj

2
h˙ j =

a2
L1e/2hj +

2
e/2hj j ,
namely,
h˙ j =
22
a2
ej
+
a + ej
−
a
− 2 +  j ,
with  j
 2Hj
j1
. It is worth commenting here that this last
expression was also pointed out in 9, discussing aspects of
discretization instabilities and the relation to the directed
polymer problem. We will further discuss the mapping to the
directed polymer problem in Sec. II C below. By expanding
the exponentials up to terms of order a2 and collecting equal
powers of a observe that the zero-order contribution van-
ishes, we retrieve
h˙ j = L1hj +

2
Q1hj +  j , 7
with
Q1hj =
1
2
Hj
j+12 + Hj
j−12 8
Q stands for “quadratic”. As we see, the first and second
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 7 are necessarily related
by virtue of Eq. 6.
B. General case
A Taylor expansion of  j+l around  j shows that the gen-
eral form of the discrete Laplacian, involving up to the nth
nearest neighbors of site j, is of the form
Ln j =

l=1
n
bl	 j
j+l +	 j
j−l
a
l=1
n
l2bl
, 9
where, as before, the subscript stands for the number of near-
est neighbors. Since the maximum value for n is MN
−1 \2, where \ denotes integer division, one may alterna-
tively run the sum up to M and set bl=0, l=n+1, . . . ,M.
The remaining bl’s, which are otherwise arbitrary, should be
fixed by whatever criterion below, we shall use the criterion
of maximizing accuracy.
Repeating the steps described above, one obtains
Lnhj =

l=1
n
blHj
j+l + Hj
j−l
a
l=1
n
l2bl
, 10
Qnhj =

l=1
n
blHj
j+l2 + Hj
j−l2
2
l=1
n
l2bl
. 11
C. Few remarks on the directed polymer problem
We devote this section to briefly commenting on the map-
ping of KPZ onto the directed polymer problem. Such a
mapping can be carried out via the Hopf-Cole transformation
9 and the resulting linear equation corresponds to Eq. 2.
In order to employ the usual rules of calculus, here we as-
sume the Stratonovich interpretation for the multiplicative
noise. The corresponding finite difference scheme is, explic-
itly,
˙ j = L1 j +
F
2
 j +

2
 j jt . 12
As indicated in Eq. 5, the discrete noise  jt is a Gaussian
random variable. The mean value of Eq. 12 is
d j
dt
= 
 j+1 +  j−1 − 2 j
a2
+
F
2
 j +

4a
 j .
13
One immediately realizes that the drift of this equation be-
comes singular in the continuum limit a→0, so one has to
renormalize this theory 31–33. This is done by decompos-
ing the bare parameter into an effective and a singular com-
ponent, F=Feff+Fs, with Fs=−1 / 2a. The resulting equa-
tion is then
d j
dt
= 
 j+1 +  j−1 − 2 j
a2
+
Feff
2
 j , 14
which is finite, but in which Feff has to be measured directly
from the experiment. Thus, the correct interpretation of the
Stratonovich equation 12 is the following Itô equation:
˙ j = 
 j+1 +  j−1 − 2 j
a2
+
Feff
2
 j +

2
 j jt . 15
In order to measure the effective growth rate, one can solve
the linear equation 14 to find the globally stable solution
 jt=  j0expFefft / 2 for a spatially homogeneous
initial condition  j0= 0. So this effective rate can be
measured from experimental or numerical data in the follow-
ing fashion:
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Feff =
2
t
ln jt/ j0 , 16
or alternatively
Feff =
2
t
lnexphjt/2	 , 17
assuming that the initial condition is hj0=0. Applying Jens-
en’s inequality to this last relation, one finds
hjt Fefft , 18
in agreement with what one could directly obtain from the
KPZ equation Eq. 1.
III. EXPLOITING THE DETERMINISTIC
LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL
An important feature of the Hopf-Cole transformation—
Eq. 3 or Eq. 6—is that it is local, i.e., it involves neither
spatial nor temporal transformations. Some effects of this
feature are the following:
1 The discrete form of the Laplacian—namely, the op-
erator Ln—is the same, regardless of whether it is applied to
 or to h.
2 For a given Ln i.e., a given set of bl=0, l
=1, . . . ,n, Qn is determined by the Hopf-Cole transforma-
tion Eq. 6.
In this section, we want to go further with the criterion
that the definitions of the discrete operators should not de-
pend on the fields on which they are applied. The determin-
istic part of Eq. 2, namely, the diffusion term, admits a
local Lyapunov functional. In other words, for =0, Eq. 2
can be written in the following variational form:
t = −
F

, 19
with
F = 
2 dxx2. 20
The aforementioned criterion dictates the following set of
discrete forms thus, Lyapunov functions, for any finite N of
Eq. 20,
Fn =
1
2
a
j=1
N
Qn j . 21
It is a trivial task to verify that
Ln j = −
1
a
Fn
 j
. 22
There is no loss of generality in taking j=N0. If we rear-
range the sum in Eq. 21 as  j=M+1−N
M
, with MN−1 \2,
then only −n jn will contribute to Eq. 22. Moreover,
their contribution is such that they cancel the factor 1/2 in
front of the sum in Eq. 21. For completeness, let us show
the particular functional form for Q1 j,
F1 =

4aj=1
N
 j+1 −  j2 +  j −  j−12 . 23
A. Other discrete forms of the KPZ term
Of course, Eq. 22 does not uniquely determine the
Lyapunov function. Expressions other than Eq. 21 may
yield Ln j, provided that they contain the right terms, in
the right proportion. Take as an example the proposal of
Refs. 10,11, coded as Nj
1/2 in Ref. 20,
N1/2 j =
1
2
	 j
j+12 + 	 j
j−12 −	 j
j+1	 j
j−1 . 24
By using N1/2 j instead of Qn j in Eq. 20, we ob-
tain
L2
1/2 j 
1
6
2	 j
j+1 +	 j
j−1 + 	 j
j+2 +	 j
j−2
=
1
62L1 j + 1a 	 jj+2 +	 jj−2 , 25
which is an instance of L2 j, with b1=2, b2=1. As it was
shown before, the procedure outlined in Sec. II will yield
L2
1/2hj, together with
Q21/2hj 
1
12
2Hj
j+12 + Hj
j−12 + Hj
j+22 + Hj
j−22	 ,
26
and not N1/2hj. Hence, the proposal of Refs. 10,11 is not
consistent: on one hand, N1/2hj does not correspond with
L1hj, as it is used. On the other hand, it does not corre-
spond with L2
1/2hj either, as shown.
As stated before, the proposal of Refs. 10,11 belongs to
a family coded in Ref. 20 as Nj

, with  0,1. The
choice =1 yields N1 j=
1
4 	 j−1
j+12. On the other hand, the
choice =0 yields L2
0hj=L1hj. They all correspond to
n=2, with b1=1−, b2= /2. The equivalent of Eq. 24 is
now
N j =
1
21 + a2
	 j
j+12 + 	 j
j−12 − 2	 j
j+1	 j
j−1 ,
27
which ∀ 0,1 yields
L2
hj 
1
1 + 1 − Hjj+1 + Hjj−1 + 2 Hjj+2 + Hjj−2
=
1
21 + 
2L1hj + L1hj+1 + L1hj−1	 ,
28
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Q2hj 
1
21 + 1 − Hjj+12 + Hjj−12
+

2
Hj
j+22 + Hj
j−22 . 29
However, the accuracy of this discretization is unknown and
should be studied.
B. More accurate discretization scheme
Again, a Taylor expansion of  j+l around  j shows that
the Oa2 corrections to Ln applied to hj in Eq. 10 are of
the form
2
4!

l=1
n
l4bl

l=1
n
l2bl
x
4h .
Thus, the Oa2 correction to L2 is 112 1+71+ x4h. It attains its
minimum value  112x
4h precisely for =0, namely, for L1.
What is then the convenience of a more complex prescription
for the Laplacian?
A wise criterion for choosing b1 and b2 in L2 is making
the Oa2 corrections vanish. This yields the prescription
b1=16, b2=−1, known to be accurate up to corrections of
Oa4 34.
Carrying out the procedure sketched in Sec. II A, we ob-
tain
L2hj 
4
3
L1hj −
1
12
Hj
j+2 + Hj
j−2 , 30
Q2hj 
2
3
Hj
j+12 + Hj
j−12 −
1
24
Hj
j+22 + Hj
j−22 .
31
The Oa2 corrections to Qn are
2
4!

l=1
n
l4bl

l=1
n
l2bl
3x
2h2 + 4x
3hxh ,
which also vanish for b1=16, b2=−1.
Since this discretization scheme fulfills the consistency
conditions, is accurate up to Oa4 corrections, and its pre-
scription is not more complex than the ones studied before, it
is obvious that it will be a convenient one to be used when a
higher accuracy in numerical schemes is required. The pos-
sibility that it may also help to control or at least delay the
numerical instabilities found in previous works see, for in-
stance, 9,35 and references therein will be the subject of
further work. Let us remind again that, as we already pointed
out in the Introduction, these results are formal since the
higher-order derivatives of the field are not under control.
IV. PSEUDOSPECTRAL DISCRETIZATION
As was indicated in the Introduction, a pseudospectral
spatial discretization scheme has been recently introduced
14–16,27. In this section we show the relation existing be-
tween the present analysis and the indicated pseudospectral
spatial discretization scheme.
The pseudospectral discretization procedure starts by Fou-
rier expanding the field hx , t,
hx,t = 
k=−

hˆktexpi2L kx , 32
with
hˆkt =
1
L0
L
dxhx,texp− i2L kx , 33
and Eq. 3 can be rewritten as
x,t = exp 2 k=−

hˆktexpi2L kx . 34
Thus, Eq. 2 reads

k=−

expi2L kxhˆ˙ kt + 2L 2khˆkt
k + 2 k=−

khˆktexpi2L kx − k̂t = 0,
35
since x , t is also assumed to be L periodic as a function of
x. A sufficient condition is that
hˆ˙ kt = − 2L 
2
khˆktk + 2 k=−

khˆktexpi2L kx
+ k
̂t . 36
In this context “discretize” means to consider only N Fourier
modes, including k=0. If MN−1 \2, then
hˆ˙ kt = − 2L 
2
khˆktk + 2 k=M+1−N
M
khˆkt
expi2L kx + k̂t . 37
As indicated before, it is interesting to connect real-space
and pseudospectral discretization approaches. From Eq. 32
with hja , thjt we have
Hj
j+l
=
2
a

k=M+1−N
M
hˆktsinklN expi2N k j + l2 ,
38
and
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LMhj = 
k=M+1−N
M
hˆkt 2al=1
M
blcos 2klN  − 1
a
l=1
M
l2bl 
expi2N kj . 39
By equating this expression to
− 
k=M+1−N
M
hˆkt2kL 
2
expi2N kj ,
we might think of the pseudospectral discretization as a par-
ticular real-space discretization, whose coefficients are the
solutions of the linear system

l=1
M
blcos2klN  − 1 + 122klN 2 = 0. 40
This equation is linear and homogeneous, and so it admits
the trivial solution bl=0 ∀ l 1, . . . ,M	. This equation ex-
presses in fact the fundamental difference of the spectral and
finite difference discretizations: the lattice spectrum. For the
finite difference scheme the discrete Laplacian is no longer
2k /L2 namely, twice the spectrum in the continuum but
1−cos2kxL . For x=L /2, already for k=1 the difference is
2 /2−23. If we equate instead Eq. 39 to

k=M+1−N
M
hˆktcos2klN  − 1expi2N kj ,
then Eq. 40 says nothing new. There is still a complete
arbitrariness in the choice of the coefficients bl. This corre-
sponds to the fact that this scheme is nothing but the Fourier-
transformed version of the finite difference one.
V. GALILEAN INVARIANCE AND FLUCTUATION-
DISSIPATION RELATION
There are two main symmetries associated with the 1D
KPZ equation: the fluctuation-dissipation relation and Gal-
ilean invariance. On one hand the fluctuation-dissipation re-
lation essentially tells us that the nonlinearity is asymptoti-
cally that is, at long times not operative in one dimension.
On the other hand, Galilean invariance has been traditionally
related to the exact relation among exponents 
+z=2 that
holds for all spatial dimensions 23,24. However, it is worth
remarking that this interpretation has been recently criticized
25.
A. Galilean invariance
Galilean invariance means that the KPZ equation is in-
variant under the transformation
x → x − vt ,
h → h + vx ,
F → F − 
2
v2, 41
where v is an arbitrary constant vector field and F is the
external constant driving force. Using the classical discreti-
zation
xh → 12Hj−1j+1, 42
for the complete KPZ equation, we find
h˙ j = L1 +

8
Hj−1
j+12 + F +  jt . 43
One can immediately check that this equation is invariant
under the discrete Galilean transformation
ja → ja − vt ,
hj → hj + vja ,
F → F − 
2
v2. 44
However, Eq. 43 has been criticized for its instability prop-
erties, at least when the spatial discretization is not fine
enough 9. If we use the alternative discretization
h˙ j = L1hj +

4
Hj
j+12 + Hj−1
j 2 + F +  jt , 45
we find that this equation is not invariant under the discrete
Galilean transformation. In fact, the transformation h→h
+vja yields an excess term which is compatible with the
gradient discretization in Eq. 42; however, this discretiza-
tion does not allow one to recover the quadratic term in Eq.
45, indicating that this finite difference scheme does not
fulfill Galilean invariance. The Hopf-Cole-transformed equa-
tion
˙ j = Lj +
F
2
 j +

2
 j jt , 46
is Galilean invariant, i.e., it is invariant under the transfor-
mation indicated in Eqs. 44. Hence, the nonlinear Hopf-
Cole transformation plus truncation is responsible for the
loss of Galilean invariance. Note that these results are inde-
pendent of whether we consider this discretization scheme or
a more accurate one.
Galilean invariance has been always associated with the
exactness of the 1D KPZ exponents, and with a relation that
connects the critical exponents in higher dimensions. If the
numerical solution obtained from a finite difference scheme
as Eq. 45, which is not Galilean invariant, yields the well-
known critical exponents, that would suggest that Galilean
invariance could play a less fundamental role as usually con-
sidered.
In Sec. VII we present some numerical results for the
critical exponents using the consistent discretization schemes
indicated in Eqs. 8 and 31 and compare with those found
with the standard one. All the cases exhibit the same critical
exponents. Moreover, let us note that, although the discreti-
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zation used in Refs. 10,11 also violates Galilean invariance,
it yields the same critical exponents. Additionally, stochastic
differential equations which are not explicitly Galilean in-
variant have been shown to obey the relation 
+z=2 36.
When we compare the classical discretization given by
Eq. 43 that explicitly reads
h˙ j = 
hj+1 + hj−1 − 2hj
a2
+

2hj+1 − hj−12a 
2
+ F +  jt ,
47
with the alternative one in Eq. 45 that reads
h˙ j = 
hj+1 + hj−1 − 2hj
a2
+

4hj+1 − hja 2 + hj − hj−1a 2
+ F +  jt , 48
we find that this second one presents excess fluctuations with
respect to the first. This can be easily seen by means of the
inequality
hj+1 − hj−12 = hj+1 − hj + hj − hj−12
 2hj+1 − hj2 + 2hj − hj−12, 49
which immediately translates into

2hj+1 − hj−12a 
2


4hj+1 − hja 2 + hj − hj−1a 2 ,
50
where the inequality is strict unless hj = hj+1+hj−1 /2, an
event which happens with zero probability note that in one
dimension and for long times, the KPZ interface has inde-
pendent Gaussian distributed increments, as Brownian mo-
tion. This implies that the excess fluctuations are genuinely
present in the interface dynamics.
The excess fluctuations from Eq. 48 with respect to Eq.
47 can be explicitly computed: the alternative discretization
scheme may be written as
h˙ j = 
hj+1 + hj−1 − 2hj
a2
+

2hj+1 − hj−12a 2
+

4a212hj+12 + 12hj−12 + 2hj2
− 2hj+1hj − 2hjhj−1 + hj+1hj−1 + F +  jt , 51
where the term between curly braces denotes the Galilean-
invariant fluctuations and the term between square brackets
denotes the excess fluctuations. If the excess fluctuations are
at least comparable to the Galilean fluctuations, then there
will be a violation of Galilean invariance. If the critical ex-
ponents still persist in this case, that would indicate that Gal-
ilean invariance plays a less determinant role than usually
considered. This will be discussed in Sec. VII.
B. Fluctuation-dissipation relation:
Stationary probability distribution
As we have already mentioned, together with Galilean
invariance, the fluctuation-dissipation relation is another fun-
damental symmetry of the 1D KPZ equation. It is clear that
both these symmetries are recovered when taking the con-
tinuum limit on any reasonable discretization scheme. Thus,
an accurate enough partition must yield suitable results.
The stationary probability distribution for the KPZ prob-
lem in one dimension is known to be 2,3
Pstath 
 exp 22 dxxh2 .
For the simplest discretization scheme in Eq. 22, we have
Pstath 
 exp 22j 12 Hjj+12 + Hjj−12 . 52
Inserting this expression into the stationary Fokker-Planck
equation several terms cancel, and the ones surviving can be
expressed as

j
1
2
Hj
j+12 + Hj
j−12Lj
0
. 53
Clearly, the continuous limit of this expression is of the form
 dxxh2x2h ,
which, as is well known 2, is identically zero. A numerical
analysis of Eq. 53 indicates that this expression is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the value of the probability
distribution function’s exponent Eq. 52 and typically be-
haves as O1 /N, where N is the number of spatial points
used in the discretization. Moreover, using expressions with
higher accuracy for the differential operators one gets an
even faster approach to zero. This indicates that the problem
with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in 1+1, discussed in
11,15, can be just circumvented using more accurate ex-
pressions. It is also worth commenting that, if a consistent
discrete scheme is built from the discrete scheme in 11, it
would also “violate” the fluctuation-dissipation relation.
VI. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF KPZ
In Ref. 28, a variational formulation was introduced for
the KPZ equation. There it was shown that Eq. 1 can be
written as
thx,t = − h
Gh
hx,t
+ x,t , 54
where for F=0
Gh = 

e/hx,t
2
8
xhx,t2dx , 55
and the function h is given by
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h = 2

2e−/h.
The way in which the functionals F and Gh are related
is also shown in Ref. 28. It is also easy to prove that the
functional Gh fulfills the Lyapunov property tGh0.
According to the previous results, we can write the dis-
crete version of Eq. 55 as
Gh = 
2
8j e
/hj
1
2
Hj
j+12 + Hj
j−12 .
Now, introducing this expression into the discrete version of
Eq. 54, and through a simple algebra, we reobtain Eq. 7.
This reinforces our result and clearly indicates the need to be
consistent when considering a discrete version of the KPZ
equation.
VII. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present here some results obtained by numerically in-
tegrating the KPZ equation in one dimension. Our aim is to
compare the standard discretization scheme Eq. 47 with
the consistent ones presented in Eqs. 10 and 53.
To solve Eq. 1 we discretize hx , t along the substrate
direction x with lattice spacing a=1. We employ a second-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm see, e.g., 37 with periodic
boundary conditions. Then the equation of motion
h˙ j = Lhj +

2
Qhj +  j = Fhj +  j 56
is integrated according to the recursive relation
hjt + t = hj +
t
2
g1 + g2 + t1/2uj , 57
with
g1 = Fhj ,
g2 = Fhj + tg1 + t1/2uj ,
where uj is a Gaussian random variable.
Without loss of generality, the interface dynamics can
be described in terms of the dimensionless parameter ˜
= 2 /31/2. In practice, we set ==1 and allow  to
vary.
The numerical results show that the interface scaling does
not depend on the discretization scheme. As shown in Figs. 1
and 2, the dynamics fit into the KPZ universality class for all
the discretization schemes. The global width, which concerns
the fluctuations of the growth height around its mean value,
scales according to the Family-Vicsek ansatz 3 as
WL,t = tft/tx = tft/Lz , 58
where the scaling function fu is defined as
fu 
 const, if u 1
u−, otherwise. 59
Besides, correlations can be analyzed in the reciprocal
space by means of the structure factor
Skt = hˆkthˆ−kt , 60
where hˆkt is as before see Sec. IV the Fourier transform
of the interface profile. According to the previous scaling
ansatz, Sk , t scales as k−2
+1 with the roughness exponent

. The related results are shown in Fig. 2.
We observe that all the discretization schemes are consis-
tent with the KPZ scaling, with the KPZ exponents 
=1 /2
and =1 /3. It can also be observed from Fig. 1 that the
crossover from the transient linear Edwards-Wilkinson be-
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FIG. 1. Color online Numerical results for the global width
averaged over 100 runs in a system of size L=1024 with =4. We
employ the different discretization schemes indicated in Eqs. 47,
48, 30, and 31 from bottom to top. Curves are slightly shifted
vertically for clarity. Lines are plotted as a guide with exponents
KPZ=0.3 dashed line and =0.25 dotted-dashed line. The inset
shows the same results scaled as Wt / t vs t due to small numeri-
cal errors, and for a better visualization we have used =0.24 in-
stead of =0.25. All discretization schemes are consistent with the
KPZ scaling.
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FIG. 2. Color online Numerical results for structure factor av-
eraged over 100 runs in a system of size L=1024 with =4. We
employ the different discretization schemes indicated in Eqs. 47,
48, 30, and 31 from bottom to top. Curves are slightly shifted
vertically for clarity. A line with exponent −2 is also plotted as a
guide. All discretization schemes are consistent with the KPZ
scaling.
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havior to the asymptotic nonlinear KPZ behavior appears
earlier in both alternative discretization schemes than in the
standard one Eq. 47 see the inset. This effect is presum-
ably related to the fact that the nonlinearity of the alternative
schemes always makes a much stronger contribution to the
dynamics than the one in the standard scheme see Fig. 3
below. This way, the threshold contribution from the non-
linearity is received sooner, resulting in an anticipated depar-
ture from the transient linear regime.
The last point, which is the above indicated crossover
from the transient Edwards-Wilkinson EW to the
asymptotic KPZ behavior, can be easily explained in terms
of Young’s inequality. Indeed, the standard discretization
scheme assumes
xh2 → hj+1 − hj−12a 
2
,
while the simplest consistent discretization proposes
xh2 →
1
2hj+1 − hja 
2
+ hj − hj−1
a
2.
We note that both schemes are related through
hj+1 − hj−12a 
2
= hj+1 − hj + hj − hj−12a 
2
=
1
4a2
hj+1 − hj2 + hj − hj−12
+ 2hj+1 − hjhj − hj−1 . 61
Using Young’s inequality
hj+1 − hjhj − hj−1
1
2
hj+1 − hj2 + hj − hj−12 ,
we arrive at
hj+1 − hj−12a 
2

1
2a2
hj+1 − hj2 + hj − hj−12 .
Hence, we have established a rigorous inequality among both
schemes. Due to the properties of Young’s inequality we
know that the nonlinearity of the consistent scheme will
grow with respect to the nonlinearity in the standard scheme
as the difference between hj+1−hj and hj −hj−1 grows. In the
stationary state the slope is expected to be Gaussian distrib-
uted and consequently these quantities are expected to be
different in general. Thus, the nonlinearity in the consistent
scheme will in general yield a larger contribution than the
standard discrete nonlinearity. Our numerical evaluation also
shows that this contribution is actually much larger see Fig.
3. This argument explains how the consistent nonlinearity
effectively strengthens the coupling and as a consequence is
the responsible for the shortening of the EW transient before
the KPZ regime is reached.
In order to analyze the excess of fluctuations that such
discretization schemes present with respect to the standard
one, we extract the Galilean-invariant fluctuations from the
quadratic term of the equation of motion. In Fig. 3 we depict
the time dependence of the different nonlinear contributions
for both alternative discretization schemes. On the left we
have the comparison between the discretization scheme 47
and the one in Eq. 48, while on the right we compare the
scheme in Eq. 47 to the one in Eqs. 30 and 31.
The first point to note is the rapid saturation of nonlineari-
ties. This behavior is consistent with the rapid saturation of
local fluctuations, which behave as G , t
 t2 and saturate
for tz 38. We also observe that, for both cases, the ex-
cess of fluctuations is comparable to or even larger than the
Galilean contribution. Hence, as shown in Fig. 1, we have
been able to find KPZ scaling in discrete schemes which do
not obey Galilean invariance. It is worth remarking that the
present results are not affected by either changing L or using
other algorithms 22 to perform the numerical simulations.
It is worth noting here that a different sort of violation of
Galilean invariance was previously reported in the literature
by means of a direct simulation of the KPZ equation 39.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The moral from the present analysis is clear: due to the
constraint imposed by the Hopf-Cole transformation Eqs.
3 and 6 the discrete forms of the Laplacian and the non-
linear KPZ term cannot be chosen independently. Although
the present work is focused on the relation between the dif-
fusion equation with multiplicative noise and the KPZ equa-
tion, the consequences of this analysis are more general. The
discrete versions of any set of related differential equations
should be obtained taking into account the original or lead-
ing equation and the transformation rules. It is worth re-
marking here that a related analysis was done in 9, but
there the emphasis was on the study of the strong-coupling
limit and the mapping onto the directed polymer problem,
without commenting at all on the consistency among the
discrete versions of the differential operators.
The results discussed here are general; they neither de-
pend on space dimensionality nor rely on variational repre-
sentations. Nonetheless, the recently introduced variational
approach for KPZ 28 offers an adequate framework in or-
der to make a consistent discretization of the KPZ equation.
Regarding the recently introduced pseudospectral ap-
proach 14,16,27, in addition to its known advantages, in
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FIG. 3. Color online Solid line: time dependence of the non-
linear contribution in two discretization schemes Eq. 10 left
frame and Eq. 53 right frame. We also depict the Galilean
contribution circles and the excess of fluctuations diamonds as
defined, e.g., in Eq. 51. For both cases, the excess of fluctuations
are comparable with the Galilean contribution.
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principle, it seems to have the virtue of being “transparent”
with respect to the present problem. In this respect, we have
shown the relation that exists between it and the present
analysis. Besides that, when analyzing inhomogeneous situ-
ations where defects or impurities are present, such methods
do not apply and it is again necessary to resort to real-space
discrete form of the differential operators 22,40. Another
aspect to consider is related to the situation in 35, where a
problem of numerical instabilities a computational problem
in discrete growth models has been tackled by introducing
higher-order contributions changing the physics of the prob-
lem. It is worth indicating that such an instability does not
seem to arise or at least it arises latter in pseudospectral
treatments of the same problem. Hence, due to the relation
among both formalisms, it seems reasonable to expect that
such instabilities could at least be delayed if a consistent
discretization scheme, together with higher-order discrete
operators, is used.
Regarding the two main symmetries associated with the
1D KPZ equation, the fluctuation-dissipation relation and
Galilean invariance, we have found a couple of relevant re-
sults. It is clear that both these symmetries are recovered
when taking the continuum limit of any reasonable discreti-
zation scheme. Thus, an accurate enough partition must yield
suitable results.
The fluctuation-dissipation relation essentially tells us that
the nonlinearity is not operative in one dimension and for
long times. Our analysis indicates that the problem with the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem in 1+1 can be circumvented
by improving the numerical accuracy. Or this is at least what
would happen if the interface were smooth enough. We are
not completely free of surprises coming from the irregular
nature of rough interfaces as we already mentioned we ex-
pect a Hölder exponent strictly smaller than 1/2 for
d-dimensional KPZ interfaces. In any case, our simulations
have indicated that our strategy of improving the numerical
accuracy yields operative results.
Galilean invariance has been always associated with the
exactness of the 1D KPZ exponents and with a relation that
connects the critical exponents in higher dimensions. How-
ever, it is worth remarking that this interpretation has been
recently criticized 25. Our numerical analysis indicates that
there are discrete schemes of the KPZ equation which, even
not obeying Galilean invariance, show KPZ scaling. It is
worth remarking that the results presented here for different
consistent discretization schemes show all the same critical
exponents as the standard one Eq. 42.
Here, we remark that in the present work we have only
emphasized the existing constraints introduced by the local
transformation on the discrete versions of the differential
equations. No attempt is made here of choosing the most
suitable spatial discretization scheme with regard to a given
KPZ feature or of presenting a deep analysis of results re-
garding the violation of Galilean invariance. The study of
such aspects, together with the evaluation of the effects of
the relations obtained among the discrete operators on differ-
ent relevant quantities as well as other problems, will be the
subject of further work.
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